
Poet's Dream
Lawrence Jordan
US4,2006, English
6 minutes I Colour/16mm
CONTACT: Canyon Cinema
(see page 430)

lions and tigers and bears
Rebecca Meyers
USA,2006, No dialogue
12 minutes I Colour/l6mm
CONTACT: c/o Rebecca Meyers
(see page 430)

Swivel
0liver Husain
GERMANY 2005, No dialogue
16 minutes I Colour/Betacam
CONTACT V tape
(see page 430)

Lancia Thema /
Jose{ Dabernig
AUSTRIA, 2005, No dialogue
17 minutes I Colourß5mm
CONTACT: sixpackfilm
(see page 430)

3 Minuten
3 Minutes
Ghristoph Brunner
AUSTRIA, 2006, No dialogue
3 minutes I ColourßSmm
CONTACT: sixpackfilm
(see page 430)

Ema.Emaki II
Ema.Emaki 2
Takashi lshida
JAPAN/CANADA, 2006, No dialosue
7 minutes I Colour/16mm
CONTACT: islands
{see page 430)

This collection of striking and colourful fllms and
videos takes us to a series of distinctive spaces:
observed, imagined and recombined.

The great surrealist animator Lawrence Jor-
dan's new work, PoerS Dream, begins in sleepy
darkness but soon bursts into brilliant colour. It
is a work of exquisite, languid beau§ set in a wil-
derness of nineteenth-century engravings.

ln lions and tigers and bears, Rebecca Meyers
focuses on the urban wildLife, both real and sim-
ulated, with which we share our cities. The most
unlikely creatures somehow survive in a hostile
environment, while animals are also invoked in
artworks, corporate logos and other icons. Pets
and animal icons testify to a humal longing for
proximity to wildlife, while the ur6an landscape
offers its fugitive creatures artificial substitutes
for the tree limbs and tunnels of the wild.

Oliver Husain's Swiuel creates a kind of Fran-
ken§tein portrait of the new Shanghai, digitally
stitching together shots captured all over the city
by an insistently pannirrg .eamera. Locations
shift from the suburbs to-the city and back. The
result is an oddly -".-eiirirrg picture of a ci§
whose architecture becomes a highly theatrical
space for its inhabitants.

Little known in NorthAmerica, Josef Dabernig
is an established photographer and fllmmaker
whose sense of the uncanny is matched by a

rigorous practice. ln Lancia Thema, a mysteri-
ous man travels through an unsigned European
landscape in the titu-lar vehicle. Though shot in
the tradition of European art cinema (Antonio-
ni's Red Desert and The Passenger come to mind),
the flLm playfully raises narrative expectations
that become increasingly untenable.

For 3 Minutes, Christoph Brunner created
three one-minute shots of a train staüon plat-
form by running the same strip of film through
the camera 240 times over the course of four

hours. The result is an image in which moving
objects appear only as the most subtle ofghostly
impressions in a mysteriously empty space.

Takashi Ishida's Erna . Emaki 2 is also com-
posed using a series of minute-long units. In this
fiIm Ishida animates organic linear forms that
grow ever upwards. Each piece of animation is
then recombined with the others in a series of
variations created through multiple exposures.

I Andr6aPicard & Chris Gehman

Lawrence Jordant films include Duo Conceftantes164l,
The 1ld House, Passing .67), 1ur Lady of the Sphere l,69]1,

0nce Upon a lime .14]l, Cornell, 1965 (78]l, Sophie's Place

186l, The Visible Compendiunl9ll, Enidb ldylll04l, Chateau/
P oyet 104) and P o etb D rea n ,06).

Rebecca Meyers received her M.F.A. from the University
of lowa. Her films include how to sleep lwinds) i.00]r, night
light and leaping 10111, glow in the dark (january - june) 0211,

things we want to see {04) and /ions and tigers and bears
(06).

Oliver Husain has completed many short films and videos.
incl uding FuZe (04), S hrive I l,05]r, Sgurggle (05) and Swvel {05).

Josef Dabernig is a multidisciplinary artist, who works
in sculpture/installatlon, architecture, photography, writing
and film. His ilms include Wisla .9611, Tinau l99l, Jogging
(00), l//ÄßS (01 ), a uto mati c it21, 

Pa rk i ng 103), fr o sa coe I i l03l
and Lancia Themal0S).

Christoph Brunner's 3 Minutes is part of his "0rte in

Zeiten" project - a collection of avant-garde films using a new
method for cinematic compression. others in the series include
Busstation 105), CafE Prückl l05l and Schwa nenbergplatz 1051.

Takashi lshida is a distinguished abstract animator w0rk-
ing in Tokyo. His films include Enaki i.95]l, Gestaltl99l, The

Art of Fuguel\l), Chair/Screenl03land Ema.Emaki 2106).
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